
In Loving Memory of Dana Diaz
Sunrise: April 1973



Dana-7 or 8 years old-with pigtails 
and plaid jumpsuit and red 
turtleneck-school pic



Dana’s mother wearing red 
and white top and red and 
white skirt, sitting on gold 
sofa, Dana as a toddler 
wearing white baby outfit



Dana around 4 or 5 years 
old sitting on floor 
wearing white pajamas 
putting a toy bowl on her 
head with doll baby on 
lap 



Dana 6 years old wearing 
blue shirt and jeans with 
pigtails hugging sister 
Charlene 3 years old



Dana in her 20's wearing a white 
shirt and white pants holding 
Gatorade bottle standing next to 
Aunt Barbara wearing white tshirt
and green pants holding carry on 
bag. Cruise-vacation.



Dana 7 or 8 years old 
wearing white dress 
sitting on chair looking to 
the side



Dana in her 30's wearing 
white sweater with pink 
shirt underneath. In the 
kitchen standing between; 
Derek wearing blue button 
down shirt and Elijah 
wearing Georgetown 
Hoyas shirt



Dana around 6 years old with 
pigtails wearing a yellow shirt 
sitting at kitchen table



Dana in 40s wearing white 
shirt holding white 
standing next to pregnant 
cousin



Dana 10 or 11 years old 
wearing yellow dress 
sitting on sofa with sister 
and 4 cousins on Easter 
Sunday



Dana 4 or 5  years old 
wearing black, white and 
red striped shirt, holding 
white jacket, standing 
next to white leather 
chair



Dana 18 or 19 years old 
wearing white tshirt and 
white pants sitting on 
sofa opening christmas
present



Dana in 40s wearing 
white shirt sitting at 
kitchen table with cousin 
Shelly



Dana 16th birthday wearing 
black and white striped shirt 
and black pants, standing 
next to dining room table 
opening birthday card



Dana 4 or 5 years old 
wearing white top and 
red pants sitting on 
sofa playing with 
grandmother



Dana 5 years old outside at 
park wearing yellow shorts 
set playing with pink ball



Dana in her 20's; wearing 
yellow, white and purple 
short; holding celery 
talking to Aunt Delores in 
the kitchen; Thanksgiving 
Eve at Aunt Barbara's 
House



Dana in 40s wearing white top 
sitting at kitchen table with 2 
cousins



Dana around 12 or 13 
years old-standing with 
hand on hip wearing 
white dress with blue 
trim and hat-Easter Day 



Dana 9 or 10 years old with 
pigtails standing smiling for 
camera



Dana around 7 or 8 years old 
wearing pick pajamas on 
Christmas morning holding doll 
baby



Dana 4 or 5 years old wearing 
black shirt and grey pants sitting 
on Santa's lap



Dana 4 or 5 years old wearing 
white shirt dancing while 
grandmother playing toy guitar



Dana 8 or 9 years old 
blowing out birthday 
candles on cake



Dana school picture 3rd or 
4th grade wearing yellow 
shirt and floral neck scarf



Dana 18 or 19 years old wearing 
white dress with lace sleeves-
sitting at restaurant table with 
male cousin



Dana in 20s at formal party 
wearing black dress and gold 
jacket standing with cousin 
Allen



Dana in 20s at family 
reunion cookout 
singing into 
microphone-wearing 
orange shirt



Dana wearing black top 
sitting in High School Band 
Rehearsal-Saxphone on 
her lap



Dana 15 or 16 years old 
wearing black top talking 
on phone-Michael Jackson 
poster on wall



Dana 17 or 18 years old 
wearing blue top, black biker 
shorts, and blue socks with 
black shoes, leaning against red 
camero and sister charlene in 
car



Mom wearing purple silky top, 
Dana wearing black top, and 
friend Toree wearng black and 
white sweater, sitting at table in 
restaurant at dinner for mom's 
birthday



Black and white photo- Dana 
sitting next to sister Charlene with 
3 male cousins standing in back. 
All looking at camera smiling 
(Aunt Yvonne’s 70th bday party at 
restaurant)



Dana in 20s at family reunions wearing 
orange shirt standing with two 
cousins- one male child and one 
female teen



Sister Charlene, Dana wearing 
black shirt and black pants, 
cousin Erika- standing and 
smiling for picture



Dana in 40s sitting at 
kitchen table wearing 
white top-with 3 cousins 
(2 female, one male)



Dana in 40s wearing pink top 
standing behind sofa with 
Uncle T Aunt Barbara and 
cousin Elijah-Aunt Delores 
sitting on sofa



Dana in 40s outside 
wearing white shirt 
standing next to Aunt 
Barbara in blue shirt



Dana in 20s at family reunion 
wearing orange shirt-with 
cousin



Dana in 40s wearing 
white shirt sitting at 
kitchen table with 
male cousin standing 
behind her



Dana in 40s wearing pink 
top and jeans-standing in 
living room with 2 sisters, 
1 brother, uncle, aunt, 
and niece kneeling. 
Boyfriend standing in 
background



Dana in 20s wearing black top, 
pink pants and pink hat 
standing outside with family at 
sister Charlene’s College 
graduation



Aunt Barbara (wearing gray dress), Mom 
(wearing blue dress), Sister Charlene (wearing 
black dress with flowers) and Dana-dressed up 
in black dress at a show on cruise



Dana in 20s 
wearing blue top 
dancing with 
Aunt Barbara



Dana in 40s wearing white 
shirt sitting at kitchen table 
with aunt



Dana in 40's  wearing green top 
and white pants holding white 
cane-at Charlene’s ministry 
school graduation



Dana in 20s wearing coral top and short set-
at the grill at Aunt Y's house-4th of July



Dana in 40s wearing white top holding 
white cane standing between 2 cousins 
(male and female)



Dana in 40s-outside-
wearing pink dress 
standing with friend Sherry 
wearing a blue top



Sherry sitting wearing white tank to, 
Dana sitting wearing black top; 
Marguerite Woods wearing yellow top 
and brown jacket and hat standing 
behind Sherry, Brawyn wearing black top 
and black sweater standing behind Dana-
all smiling-at annual NFB Crab Feast



Dana 16 years old in white 
skirt and pink coat with Mom 
holding mirror in store



Dana around 10 years old 
sitting on gold sofa 
wearing ruffled yellow 
dress-Easter Day



Dana around 5 or 6 years old 
wearing white dress and brown 
boots with Charlene around 3 
years old wearing white dress 
and baby shoes



Dana in 20s wearing white 
top and floral leggings-
stooped down in front of 
Mom-Mom pretending to 
choke Dana



Dana in 20's  at club wearing 
grey pants suit posing for 
picture



Dana in 40's sitting outside-wearing blue 
top- with sister smiling at camera



Dana as a baby wearing 
white top and light pink 
pants crawling on floor



Dana 19 or 20 years old, 
smiling at camera wearing 
teal tank top



Dana in 40’s wearing dark top 
and light colored pants 
standing holding white cane 
with I3S Board members-black 
and white photo



In Loving Memory of Dana M. Diaz
Sunset: January 2021


